
Precision medicine is broadly defined as the delivery 
of tailored interventions or treatments to individual 
patients, or as described previously “the right drug 
for the right patient at the right time”1. The practice 
of precision medicine depends acutely on emergent 
high-throughput technologies that are capable of gener-
ating detailed molecular phenotypes in human biosam-
ples. Such molecular phenotypes provide an opportunity 
to derive more nuanced descriptions of disease, and 
methods to systematically incorporate this information 
in drug discovery and clinical care are needed.

Kidney disease is most commonly classified as either 
acute kidney injury (AKI)2 or chronic kidney disease 
(CKD)3. These terms provide information about the 
duration of decreased kidney function or kidney dam-
age but do not provide diagnostic specificity. Instead, 
these terms are better characterized as descriptions 
of syndromes, which may have differing underlying 

causes. Existing classification criteria for AKI and CKD 
are designed to provide a standardized way to stage the 
severity of disease and cover a broad range of cases based 
on changes in serum creatinine level, proteinuria and 
urine output. However, these criteria do not help clini-
cians identify causal factors that can be targeted using 
a precision medicine approach. For example, a clini-
cian could conclude that a patient has KDIGO CKD 
classification G3bA3 (ref.3) on the basis of the patient’s 
serum creatinine level and urinary protein excretion, 
but this description does not provide insights into the 
cause of the abnormal kidney function, which could be 
anything from diabetes mellitus to multiple myeloma to 
medication-associated nephrotoxicity.

Reassessment of definitions of kidney disease and a 
precision medicine approach to the treatment of kid-
ney disease requires that molecular phenotypes derived 
from high-throughput omics technologies and detailed 
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histopathological assessments be combined with tra-
ditional clinical measurements. Harmonization and 
integration of these data require the development of 
common languages or ontologies. Ontologies adopted 
by the biomedical sciences provide computer-readable 
representations of entities of interest, such as anatomi-
cal structures, cells, molecules, genes, phenotypes and 
diseases. These representations can be leveraged by 
scientists and engineers to build computational models 
and systems for knowledge integration and discovery. 
In other words, ontologies help to bridge the language 
barrier between humans and computers by encoding 
knowledge in a form that is accessible to both. By pro-
viding a controlled vocabulary, standardized definitions 
and defined relationships between terms, ontologies 
enable validation and identification of new structured 
terms and relationships, which can then be leveraged 
in the development of predictive models. Ontology 

definitions in the form of both natural language and 
logical expressions are created and agreed on by mem-
bers of the community, and represent the state of shared 
knowledge within a field.

The Kidney Precision Medicine Project (KPMP) is 
an NIH-funded collaboration that aims to accelerate 
understanding of the most common forms of kidney 
disease by generating molecular and 3D imaging maps 
of reference kidneys and of kidneys from patients with 
AKI and CKD. Ontologies will be of pivotal importance 
to the success of the KPMP by enabling integration and 
analysis of different data types. This Review offers an 
introduction to ontologies for clinicians and researchers 
and provides a broad overview of ontological resources 
in the nephrology domain, which have thus far not 
been used extensively by the nephrology community. 
We review how reference ontologies and in particular 
two ontologies developed by the KPMP — the Kidney 
Tissue Atlas Ontology (KTAO) and the Ontology of 
Precision Medicine and Investigation (OPMI) — will be 
used to annotate kidney-relevant data and support the 
creation of the Kidney Tissue Atlas. These data resources 
will then be used to revise existing definitions of kid-
ney disease to support a precision medicine approach 
to treatment. As these ontologies are shared resources, 
we discuss how the broader community can contribute 
to their development and use. We encourage others to 
adopt these open biomedical ontologies to annotate 
their data, making these data more interoperable with 
other community resources, with the goal of increasing 
shared knowledge and producing rapid advancements in 
the diagnosis and treatment of common forms of kidney 
disease.

Key points

•	Ontologies	are	powerful	tools	for	organizing,	integrating	and	linking	heterogeneous	
data	types,	especially	in	the	biomedical	sciences.

•	Significant	additions	to	biomedical	ontologies	are	necessary	to	better	define	kidney	
molecular	and	histopathological	phenotypes,	which	is	critical	for	kidney	precision	
medicine.

•	The	Kidney	Precision	Medicine	Project	is	creating	a	community-based	Kidney	Tissue	
Atlas	to	integrate	molecular,	cellular	and	anatomical	knowledge	of	the	kidney.

•	The	development	of	the	Kidney	Tissue	Atlas	Ontology	and	the	Ontology	of	Precision	
Medicine	and	Investigation	will	facilitate	data	collection,	harmonization	and	analysis	
in	support	of	kidney	precision	medicine.

•	The	Kidney	Precision	Medicine	Project	has	extensively	adopted,	reused	and	extended	
community-based	reference	ontologies	to	support	the	annotation	of	kidney	data.
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Natural language
A language that has evolved 
naturally in humans and is 
used in speech or writing,  
as opposed to a constructed  
or formal language.

Logical expressions
A programmatic construct that 
expresses logical operations 
over mathematical terms or 
entities, which allows a 
computer to reason over the 
entities in the expression.
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Development of the Kidney Tissue Atlas
One major goal of the KPMP consortium is to create a 
kidney tissue atlas to provide a comprehensive molecu-
lar, cellular and anatomical map of the kidney. This goal 
will be achieved by combining state-of-the-art molecular 
and cellular analyses of kidney tissue with demographic, 
clinical and histopathology data elements collected from 
participants who have generously consented to provide 
biopsy tissue solely for research purposes, along with 
detailed demographic, clinical, pathology, social his-
tory and follow-up data. The Kidney Tissue Atlas will 
complement concurrent atlas projects, such as the Allen 
Brain Atlas4, The Cancer Genome Atlas5, the Human 
BioMolecular Atlas Program6 and the Human Cell 
Atlas7. Mining of the Kidney Tissue Atlas will likely lead 
to novel definitions of kidney disease categories and 
the discovery of mechanistic drivers of these diseases. 
Ultimately, the Kidney Tissue Atlas is expected to pro-
vide the foundational knowledge necessary to develop 
new diagnostic tools and targeted therapies for the most 
common forms of kidney disease and injury.

The creation of such an atlas requires integration and 
interrogation of data — processes that are heavily reli-
ant on ontologies (fig. 1). Following ontological stand-
ardization, these data will be made publicly available at 
the Kidney Tissue Atlas data portal. Annotation of data 
with ontology terms will facilitate user access and anal-
ysis of the data, and allow comprehensive and flexible 
data analysis.

Role of ontology in biomedical science
Ontology is the study of the nature of entities and their 
relationships in the real world8. With the advent of 
‘big data’, computer scientists and informaticists have 

adopted ontologies as a means to create computation-
ally tractable models of entities and their relation-
ships within a domain. Ontologies therefore represent 
a formal, structured, domain-specific, human and 
computer-interpretable representation of these entities 
and relationships9. They are also a foundational com-
ponent of knowledge representation and reasoning — a 
major field of artificial intelligence that enables the mod-
elling of scientific findings as logical expressions, which 
can then be interpreted by machine learning models and 
computer systems. Ontologies can be used for a number 
of purposes. For example, they can be used to represent 
established knowledge within a domain; to maintain 
standardized vocabulary within a specific field of study, 
across multiple locations and datasets, as well as between 
different consortia; to allow automated computation and 
decision support over structured data; and to facilitate 
the integration of data from distinct knowledge domains.

Ontologies share similarities with, but differ from, 
controlled vocabularies and taxonomies in that they not 
only include a controlled vocabulary and a taxonomic 
hierarchy but also incorporate information about other 
semantic relationships that provide additional informa-
tion about the nature of a relationship between entities, 
such as the relationship between each part and its whole, 
or the relationship that describes spatial location. Each 
term (or entity) in an ontology is described by its name, 
synonyms, attributes and relationships to other entities.

Although most nephrology clinicians and research-
ers do not currently interface with ontologies, they are 
incorporated seamlessly into several aspects of biomed-
ical research. For example, the Gene Ontology (GO)10 
systematically classifies about 45,000 entities related to 
biological processes, cellular components and molecular 
functions of gene products for various organisms. The 
GO was originally developed in the late 1990s by a con-
sortium of researchers studying the genomes of three 
model organisms: fruit fly, mouse and yeast. It was later 
used to annotate genes from other organisms, including 
humans, plants, animals and microorganisms. Without 
the GO, it would be impossible to generate consistent 
representations and annotations of gene products from 
different organisms.

In addition to annotating gene products, the GO 
can be used in a variety of applications, including the 
integration of annotated genomic data curated from  
the literature, the development of novel genomic analytic 
approaches such as gene expression functional enrich-
ment analysis11 or gene set enrichment analysis12, and for 
literature mining13. Enrichment analyses such as gene set 
enrichment analysis facilitate the interpretation of oth-
erwise uninterpretable or difficult-to-interpret big data. 
For example, the biological functions of hundreds or 
sometimes thousands of genes identified as being differ-
entially expressed in high-throughput gene expression 
analyses can be summarized through enrichment analy-
sis using GO terms11. Gene-level annotations defined by 
the GO can be further elaborated into a network of bio-
logical pathway annotations using GO Causal Activity 
Modelling to determine14 the integrative effects of dif-
ferentially expressed genes on biological pathways. The 
GO demonstrates the value of ontologies in establishing 
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Fig. 1 | overview of KpMp centres and the flow of KpMp data from different 
provenances. Clinical data and pathology reports from recruitment centres and 
molecular data and imaging data from tissue interrogation sites are integrated with data 
from the scientific literature and molecular (omics) data at the Kidney Precision Medicine 
Project (KPMP) central hub. The use of KPMP ontologies is pivotal to this integration.  
Six recruitment sites enrol participants with common forms of acute and chronic kidney 
disease, and collect biosamples, including a research kidney biopsy sample. Five tissue 
interrogation sites process and perform molecular analyses of participant biosamples. 
The central hub manages and aggregates data from all sites for systematic analysis  
and develops visualization tools and application programming interfaces to facilitate 
community access to data. Data harmonization and standardization with KPMP ontologies 
facilitate flexible data retrieval and analysis.

Controlled vocabularies
A way to organize knowledge 
for retrieval; comprises a  
set of selected terms used  
for document indexing and 
information retrieval.

Taxonomies
Controlled vocabularies  
that have a hierarchical 
structure indicating subclass 
relationships between entities.
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consistent annotation schemes for a class of biomedical 
entities. These annotations are interoperable and can 
be used to derive benefit in downstream analyses. The 
successes of the GO have spurred the development of 
many hundreds of ontologies15 in other domains, such 
as anatomy16,17, proteins18 and disease19,20.

Open biomedical ontologies
The proliferation of biomedical ontologies has led to fre-
quent issues of redundancy and poor interoperability21. 
Although ontology-matching algorithms22 have been 
developed to map terms between different ontolo-
gies, match quality is imperfect and is insufficient for 
addressing underlying issues of redundancy. The Open 
Biological and Biomedical Ontology (OBO) Foundry23 
was established to achieve better ontology interopera-
bility and resolve problems arising as a consequence of 
overlapping representations across different biomedical 
ontologies. OBO Foundry ontologies are created and 
formatted following a set of shared principles, designed 
to ensure that OBO Foundry ontologies remain open, 
orthogonal, interoperable and logically well formed with 
a well-specified syntax. Only ontologies that have been 
developed and maintained following these principles are 
accepted into the consortium.

OBO currently includes more than 170 biomedical 
ontologies in domains such as phenotype24, disease19,20, 
anatomy16, genetics10 and proteomics18, and these ontol-
ogies have been used to successfully address a number of 
research questions in the biomedical sciences25. For exam-
ple, the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) supports a 
deep phenotyping approach to defining human diseases24. 
One example of the application of the HPO is provided by 
the description of two patients with phenotypic profiles 
that only partially matched the standard diagnostic profile 
of Wiedemann–Steiner syndrome25. Despite the different 
presentations of these two patients, they could both be 
matched to the syndrome profile through HPO-based 
inference. This ability of the HPO to assess relationships 
through use of fuzzy matching and causal reasoning has 
potential to improve diagnostic insights.

Ontologies are often used in big biomedical projects. 
For example, the Library of Integrated Network-Based 
Cellular Signatures (LINCS) programme aims to create 
a network-based understanding of biological processes 
by profiling changes in gene expression and various 
cellular processes that are induced by exposing human 
cells to chemical, genetic and disease perturbations26.  
To enable systematic study of the perturbed cell respon-
ses, the LINCS programme relies heavily on ontologies 
to support standard representation and analysis27,28. 
Another example is the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements 
(ENCODE) project29, which is an ongoing collabora-
tive effort that aims to identify and annotate all of the 
functional elements in the human genome. Ontologies 
have played a major part in ENCODE by facilitating the 
organization and standardization of experimental data, 
metadata and associated computational analyses. In 
addition, the ENCODE portal uses OBO Foundry ontol-
ogies, such as the HPO and the Ontology for Biomedical 
Investigations (OBI), to support ontology-driven search 
and data integration29,30.

Interoperable, reliable and community-driven OBO 
Foundry ontologies are also critical to support the seam-
less assembly and integration of kidney data from het-
erogeneous sources and domains. Given its status as a 
sizable multicentre project, the KPMP faces challenges 
in the coordination of data across multiple sites and 
groups of personnel. The creation of a shared vocabu-
lary for annotating patient information and tissue spec-
imens collected at recruitment, and for summarizing 
molecular features and analytic results, is therefore vital 
to ensure the quality, interpretability and reusability of 
KPMP data. To achieve these goals, the KPMP focuses 
on adapting and extending OBO Foundry ontologies, 
and creating new KPMP ontologies only to address 
application needs. By linking KPMP ontologies to other 
ontology resources (through observing OBO Foundry 
principles and reusing terms in existing ontologies), 
the work of the KPMP will benefit not only consortium 
members but also the broader biomedical community.

Ontologies for modelling kidney disease
A number of ontological resources relevant to neph-
rology have already been developed. Here we describe  
the function of these existing ontologies and discuss 
how the development of new ontologies aims to fill 
remaining gaps.

Existing kidney ontologies. Over the past two decades, 
a number of ontologies and classification systems have 
been developed to support kidney research. These 
include the Genitourinary Development Molecular 
Anatomy Project (GUDMAP) ontology31, the Chronic 
Kidney Disease Ontology (CKDO)32 and the classifica-
tion system introduced by the Renal Pathology Society 
(RPS)33–35.

The GUDMAP consortium was formed in 2004 with 
the goal of creating a molecular anatomical atlas of the 
developing mouse kidney and urogenital tract36. One 
component of this project was the creation of an ontol-
ogy of genitourinary developmental cell types anchored 
to mouse anatomy31. The initial ontology was released 
in 2007 (ref.37) and was created as an expansion of the 
ontology developed for the Edinburgh Mouse Atlas 
Project38. The GUDMAP ontology was primarily devel-
oped to facilitate the annotation of mouse cell types but 
has evolved to include data from human fetal kidney 
and urinary tract. Molecular cell types described using 
KPMP ontologies can be mapped to GUDMAP terms to 
enable the bridging of data collected across the lifespans 
of human and mouse specimens. This mapping is part of 
future work to be done in collaboration with the curators 
of the GUDMAP ontology.

The CKDO is a clinically oriented ontology designed 
to assist in the characterization and staging of CKD32. 
The ontology primarily describes clinical features associ-
ated with CKD, which enables CKD to be defined on the 
basis of, for example, clinical diagnostic codes, or abnor-
mal laboratory findings such as changes in estimated 
glomerular filtration rate and proteinuria. The CKDO is 
useful for identifying and classifying patients in a clinical 
setting using defined stages of CKD. However, it lacks 
the ability to connect clinical descriptions to molecular 

Fuzzy matching
A technique that identifies  
the correspondence among 
phenotypic profiles that may 
be less than 100% perfect.

Causal reasoning
The process used to identify 
the causality (cause and effect) 
between two entities.
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phenotypes or anatomy and therefore does not enable a 
precision approach to patient treatment.

Ontologies are not typically used by renal patholo-
gists in clinical practice; however, the RPS has under-
taken several initiatives to standardize language and 
reporting, and to organize, categorize and stage findings 
from kidney biopsy samples33–35. Although these initia-
tives are not formal ontologies, they provide a helpful 
road map for the use of ontologized pathological features 
to drive novel classifications while enabling comparisons 
with existing disease definitions. For example, an inter-
national collaborative project involving an RPS working 
group and the KPMP pathology working group aims to 
harmonize language, definitions and metrics (when 
rele vant) for histological and ultrastructural parameters 
across all currently used classification and scoring sys-
tems39. This project involves expansion and improvement 
of RPS terminology and definitions to provide a frame-
work for anthologizing histological and ultrastructural  
features of the kidney.

These three initiatives have each developed standard-
ized terms in highly specific subareas of kidney physi-
ology and disease modelling. However, none of them 
currently provides a framework with which to integrate 
the data types needed for precision medicine diagnostics 
and treatment, representing a gap in existing ontological 
resources.

Reference ontologies used by the KPMP. In addition 
to the aforementioned ontologies and classification 
systems, a number of reference ontologies relevant to 
kidney anatomy, function and disease are also available 
(TAble 1). Most of these reference ontologies are part of 
the OBO Foundry and are designed to be reused by mul-
tiple groups and stakeholders. Each of these reference 
ontologies focuses on a group of entities relevant to a 
particular subdomain. For example, human phenotypes 
are ontologized in the HPO24, Uberon (uber-anatomy 
ontology)16 focuses on anatomical structure, the Cell 
Ontology describes cell types40 and biological processes 

Table 1 | reference ontologies used by the KpMp for kidney modelling

Domain ontology purpose and application to the 
KpMp

Number of 
entities

Number of 
relationshipsa

ref.

Phenotype Human Phenotype 
Ontologyb

Describes clinical and pathological 
phenotypes

26,578 61,665 24

Disease Mondo Disease 
Ontologyb

Describes relationships between 
patient clinical characteristics and 
disease terminology

111,478 136,833 19

Anatomy Uberon (uber-anatomy 
ontology)b

Describes aspects of kidney 
anatomy

15,183 43,082 16

Cells and cell 
types

Cell Ontologyb Describes cell types and cellular 
components relevant to modelling

10,630 35,916 40

Proteins Protein Ontologyb Describes protein-related entities 
and the relationships between 
these entities

317 ,974 919,192 18

Biological 
processes

Gene Ontologyb Describes the association of 
molecular features and biological 
processes

50,255 106,149 10

Subcellular 
processes

Molecular Biology of the 
Cell Ontology

Describes subcellular processes 
(pathways) and their interactions 
leading to cell-level functions

6,136 19,932 41

Laboratory 
measurements

Ontology for Biomedical 
Investigationsb

Describes laboratory values 
related to patient diagnostics

3,584 7 ,228 53

Clinical 
measurements

Clinical Measurement 
Ontologyb

Describes clinical measurements 
related to patient diagnostics

3,054 3,718 54

Adverse 
events

Ontology of Adverse 
Eventsb

Describes clinical features and 
co-morbidities associated with 
patients

5,700 11,572 55

Chemical 
compounds

Chemical Entities of 
Biological Interestb

Describes metabolites and other 
chemical entities

137 ,894 266,753 56

Drugs Drug Ontologyb Describes patient medications 554,934 1,112,074 57

Kidney tissue 
atlas

Kidney Tissue Atlas 
Ontologyb,c

Facilitates data collection, 
integration and analysis for 
comprehensive kidney precision 
medicine studies

5,593 10,838 NA

Precision 
medicine 
ontology

Ontology of Precision 
Medicine Investigationb,c

Describes general precision 
medicine projects

2,896 4,413 NA

Entity and relation counts are reported as of 8 May 2020. KPMP, Kidney Precision Medicine Project; NA. not applicable. aNumber of 
relationships or links among the entities within an ontology. bOpen Biological and Biomedical OntologyFoundry ontologies. 
cKPMP-initiated ontologies.
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are represented by the GO10 (which connects gene 
expression to cellular and tissue processes) and the 
Molecular Biology of the Cell Ontology (MBCO; which 
describes interactions between gene expression and 
subcellular processes)41. The Mondo Disease Ontology 
(MONDO)19 aims to harmonize definitions of dis-
ease and can be used to integrate the content of clin-
ical controlled vocabularies such as those used by the 
Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED) 
and the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) 
system. Data that are annotated with reference ontol-
ogy terms can be easily integrated into the ecosystem of 
other datasets that are annotated with terms from the 
same ontologies.

Each of these ontologies contains terms that are rele-
vant to the nephrology community. For example, Uberon 
contains references to kidney anatomy and the HPO has 
terms representing abnormalities in urine microscopy 
and electrolyte abnormalities. Although these refer-
ence ontologies are extensive, the definitions and terms 
relevant to the nephrology field have not necessarily 
been reviewed by nephrologists or researchers in the 
nephrology community. To improve the value of these 
ontologies for the nephrology community, the KPMP 
has identified teams of subject matter experts who have 
reviewed these terms and carefully curated their defini-
tions. In circumstances where the terms are determined 
to be inaccurate or incomplete, the KPMP collaborates 
with curators of the existing ontology to either modify 
or add terms as appropriate as discussed next.

Gaps in existing ontologies. Despite the abundance of 
ontology resources that are available for reuse, some nec-
essary entities are not sufficiently represented. The novel 
nature and depth of the data collected by the KPMP and 
analyses required to develop the Kidney Tissue Atlas will 
require the introduction of new ontology terms to accu-
rately describe and model the relationships between them 
— these terms must be either defined in a KPMP-specific 
ontology or added to an existing reference ontology. For 
instance, kidney-specific terms are sometimes inaccu-
rately represented in existing reference ontologies, syn-
onyms may be missing or taxonomic classification may 
need to be reorganized. As an example, existing reference 
ontologies lack the detailed catalogue of descriptive cell 
types and pathology terms that are needed by the KPMP. 
Kidney disease phenotypes described in the HPO are 
currently incomplete and lack sufficient details to anno-
tate the full breadth of kidney disease. For example, the 
HPO defines focal segmental glomerulosclerosis42 but 
does not include an entry for global glomerulosclero-
sis. Similarly, while the Cell Ontology40 classifies some 
kidney-specific cell types such as a glomerular visceral 
epithelial cell43, it lacks the granularity to describe kidney 
cell phenotypes based on gene markers and molecular 
expression. Moreover, there are also gaps in representa-
tion of clinical data in classification systems such as the 
SNOMED and the ICD; these systems do not contain 
sufficient terminology and relationships to connect  
clinical terms to molecular phenotypes.

The KPMP aims to address these gaps in the molec-
ular, pathological and clinical annotation of kidney 

cells, structures and function by creating new ontologi-
cal resources with which to annotate the kidney patho-
logical and molecular features that are currently not 
described or are underdescribed by existing ontologies. 
The project will also collaborate with curators of existing 
ontologies to improve ontology representation for the 
nephrology community. Suggested changes to reference 
ontologies are documented and shared with the curators 
of each reference ontology for review and incorporation 
into that ontology. Similarly, if terms are missing, they 
are created through collaboration with the curators of 
the reference ontologies to develop a definition, syno-
nyms and hierarchical classification. We anticipate that 
this collaborative approach will be an ongoing process as 
new technologies are developed and novel data become 
available.

In addition, entities from different ontologies are not 
always semantically linked, and one task of KPMP ontol-
ogy development is to provide links between existing 
terms where appropriate. For example, a gene marker in 
a specific kidney cell type may not be semantically linked 
to its related phenotypes in another ontology. When the 
KPMP discovers such missing or novel associations 
— for example, a novel gene variant that is associated 
with CKD progression — the relationship is added to 
the KPMP ontologies. The KTAO (described in greater 
detail later) provides an integrative ontology framework 
with which to import and link these terms.

KPMP ontologies
To bridge the gaps in existing ontologies for annotat-
ing kidney-specific data, the KPMP has developed 
two KPMP-initiated ontologies — the KTAO and the 
OPMI. The KTAO is an application ontology designed 
to describe and integrate data relating to kidney anat-
omy, phenotypes, diseases, molecular features and 
other kidney-related concepts collected by the KPMP. 
Application ontologies are usually derived from ref-
erence ontologies, with the addition of highly specific 
terms and relationships that are applicable to a single  
project or end use. The purpose of the KTAO is to 
support the granularity needed for KPMP studies  
and support the needs of participating institutions 
within the KPMP consortium. By contrast, the OPMI 
is a reference ontology of concepts used to describe data 
for precision medicine, and is designed to support data 
harmonization and integration for precision medicine 
projects beyond the KPMP.

These two new ontologies support the creation of the 
Kidney Tissue Atlas (fig. 2), and are used to annotate and 
standardize KPMP data at various stages of data manage-
ment, including collection, analysis and long-term stor-
age and retrieval. For example, KPMP ontologies (KTAO 
and OPMI) are used to standardize case report forms and 
the data elements collected with these forms, and to unify 
these clinical data with molecular data, such as kidney 
disease biomarkers and cell types, and anatomical enti-
ties. These ontologies are integrated with OBO Foundry 
ontologies and shared with the community to promote 
broad adoption and reuse of standardized structured 
knowledge. The integrated data in the KPMP Kidney 
Tissue Atlas can then be queried to answer questions 

Case report forms
A document (paper or 
electronic) containing a 
questionnaire used for clinical 
research or other purposes.
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about kidney disease. For example, a researcher may 
want to determine the unique genes expressed in the 
proximal tubule of the kidney of patients with diabetic 
kidney disease in an effort to identify novel gene markers 
or targets for treatment. This question can be answered 
only by combining clinical features with pathological 
images and findings from transcriptomic, proteomic and 
metabolomic studies. Data from these studies must be 
annotated using a shared ontological framework so that  
they can be combined and analysed. It is anticipated  
that the shared Kidney Tissue Atlas data platform, sup-
ported by the KPMP ontologies, will facilitate future 
nephrology research by the wider community.

Kidney Tissue Atlas Ontology. As mentioned already, the 
KTAO is designed to logically represent the relationships 
between gene markers, phenotypes, diseases, cell types 
and anatomical entities to support the modelling of com-
mon forms of kidney disease44. The KTAO was devel-
oped using both a top-down approach and a bottom-up 
approach. The top-down approach is led by ontologists 
and allows them to define the basic structure of the 
ontology and populate it with initial terms and relation-
ships. The bottom-up approach allows the incorpora-
tion of term recommendations and editing suggestions 
from the end users of the ontology. To avoid repeating 
work done by others, ontologists involved in develop-
ing the KTAO reused appropriate terms from existing 
OBO Foundry ontologies, including the GO10, HPO24, 

MONDO19, OBI45, Uberon16, Cell Ontology40 and OPMI 
and other reference ontologies such as MBCO41. The 
KTAO is strongly linked to the open biomedical ontol-
ogy ecosystem, and follows the OBO Foundry principles 
of reuse and repurposing.

As the KPMP collaborators assess reference and 
diseased kidney biopsy tissue, new knowledge will be 
added and linked within the KTAO to create a set of 
well-defined kidney disease-related entities or phenom-
ena. This ontology will enable integration of distinct data 
types and support user-defined searches or clustering of 
participants and/or samples based on a panel of clinically 
relevant features. Developing capability for user-defined 
searches and user-directed clustering is an important 
component of the KPMP mission and is anticipated to 
be an important driver of new knowledge discovery. It is 
expected that new entities and relationships will be iden-
tified and added to the KTAO, and existing entities and 
relationships will also be modified through the course 
of the study. Examples include the molecular defini-
tion of kidney cell types or cell states, the refinement of 
existing anatomical entities and/or the creation of new 
kidney disease classifications based on new understand-
ing of disease pathways and mechanisms. New entities 
and relationships that are defined during the course of 
KPMP studies will initially be added to the KTAO and, 
when suitable, will be submitted to the corresponding 
reference ontologies to benefit the broader scientific 
community.

Anatomical
entity Cell Cell type

MetabolitePhenotype
has phenotype

has data value

ProteinMedical 
history

Demographics

Gene

Conventional
histopathological diagnoses

Morphological
descriptors

Spatial vectors
or classifiers

KPMP ontologies
(KTAO and OPMI)

has part

has part has part

translates to
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Immunohistochemistry

Proteomics
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Fig. 2 | The KpMp ontology framework for supporting data representation, integration and analysis. Clinical, 
pathology and molecular data collected from Kidney Precision Medicine Project (KPMP) recruitment sites and tissue 
interrogation sites will be deposited in the KPMP Kidney Tissue Atlas. Different types of data (clinical, pathology and 
molecular) feed into the KPMP ontology environment. Two KPMP ontologies, the Kidney Tissue Atlas Ontology (KTAO) 
and the Ontology of Precision Medicine Investigation (OPMI), provide a semantic framework for modelling relationships 
between the heterogeneous data in the atlas. LC–MS/MS, liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry;  
MALDI–MS, matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization–mass spectrometry; RNAseq, RNA sequencing.
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Ontology of Precision Medicine Investigation. The KPMP 
faces challenges of big data standardization and integra-
tion, which requires the synthesis of high-throughput 
multiscale (clinical, pathology and molecular) data 
into knowledge. The OPMI has been developed as a 
community-based open source biomedical ontology 
to address this challenge. The formal representation 
and integration of findings from basic research can be 
affected by various factors, including technical factors, 
such as those arising from the instruments used to gen-
erate data or the methods used to collect biosamples, as 
well as clinical and pathological factors that are unique 
to individual participants. Data for precision medicine 
purposes must be accurately captured and modelled to 
facilitate robust analysis, and the OPMI has been devel-
oped to achieve these aims. For example, as data are col-
lected by the KPMP, the descriptors or measurements 
of the clinical data and the relationships among them 
as determined by the OPMI can be used to validate val-
ues during data entry, and errors can be flagged before 
values are stored, thereby improving the quality and  
reliability of the data collected by the KPMP.

The OPMI was developed following OBO Foundry 
principles, including openness and collaboration, and as 
such has been accepted as an OBO Foundry ontology. 
The ontology is designed as a data integration platform 
for general precision medicine projects, including the 
KPMP. The OPMI reuses many terms and relation-
ships from existing ontologies, including the Ontology 
of General Medical Science, OBI, HPO, Uberon,  
the Onto logy of Adverse Events46 and the Informed 
Consent Ontology47. In addition, the OPMI represents 
many precision medicine-specific terms that can be 
imported to the KTAO and other clinical ontologies. It 
has been used to standardize the major metadata types 
and clinical factors derived from the 30 or so case report 
forms developed by the KPMP that together include 
more than 2,500 clinical questions. The standardization 
of data elements from these case report forms markedly 
improves ontology-based data integration across differ-
ent institutes48. In addition to supporting the KPMP, the 
OPMI has also been used by other biomedical projects. 
For example, the OPMI has been used as an ontology plat-
form to model the metadata shown in the ClinicalTrials.
gov database and other clinical trial repositories49.

Applications of KPMP ontologies
As mentioned already, the aim of these new ontologies is 
to support kidney disease research. As illustrated by the 
examples below, ontologies have the potential to enhance 
our understanding of kidney disease by enabling deep 
phenotyping of kidney disease tissue, allowing us to 
identify new classifications and subclassifications of 
common kidney diseases and previously unrecognized 
relationships between clinical, anatomical, pathological 
and molecular phenotypes.

For instance, the current clinical approach to diagnose 
kidney disease is based on patient demographics, medical 
history of past and present illnesses, physical examina-
tion and laboratory tests. One of the first goals of clinical 
evaluation is to establish a cause of kidney disease. While 
nephrologists often use their clinical judgement to infer 

the cause of kidney disease from the patient’s medical 
history, laboratory values and other clinical features, a 
kidney biopsy sample is sometimes necessary to establish 
the underlying cause of kidney disease. Biopsy samples 
are routinely evaluated with standard histopathological 
approaches, including light microscopy with specialized 
staining, immunofluorescence microscopy and electron 
microscopy. The incorporation of molecular features 
captured by high-throughput evaluation of kidney biopsy 
samples is not currently the standard of care. Combining 
these molecular features with the standard clinical, labo-
ratory and pathology data through the use of ontologies 
may reveal previously unrecognized subtypes of kidney 
diseases. Transcriptomic, proteomic and metabolomic 
data can also be integrated to redefine the classification 
or categorization of kidney disease and identify driver 
cell types and potential therapeutic targets50.

Cell type-specific gene, protein and metabolite 
expression profiles translate into cell type-specific func-
tions that regulate the functions of tissues, organs and, 
finally, whole organisms. Although cell ontologies allow 
the characterization of pathways that underlie cellular 
physiology from molecular profiles, the integration of 
cell physiology with kidney physiology and pathophys-
iology, as well as whole body function, requires an inte-
grated ontology that spans multiple levels. For example, 
the COL4A3 gene has an integral role in the organiza-
tion of the glomerular basement membrane, which is 
critical for the proper filtration barrier function of the 
kidney. Mutations in COL4A3 lead to disorganization 
of the glomerular basement membrane and Alport 
syndrome but can also phenocopy focal segmental 
glomerulosclerosis51. However, other coding sequence 
variations in COL4A3 have a renoprotective role in the 
setting of diabetes52. Ontologies have the potential to link 
genes in specific cell types (obtained from single-nucleus 
or single-cell transcriptomic data) to cellular pathways 
and to link cell physiological function with whole body 
physiology, and thereby have potential to identify further 
examples of connectivity between changes in pathway 
activity and cellular dysfunction caused by disease.

Ontologies are already used to support clinical and 
translational examination of kidney diseases. For exam-
ple, a variety of data types are collected by clinicians 
in standard clinical practice, including demographic 
data, clinical history, physical examination findings 
and diagnostic test results (fig. 3a). The clinician uses 
this information to arrive at a diagnosis and treatment 
plan for the patient. For example, a clinician may eval-
uate a 63-year-old man with a 40-year history of poorly 
controlled type 2 diabetes mellitus, a slowly increasing 
serum creatinine level over the course of several years 
and proteinuria (2 g of protein per day), with normal 
findings following a comprehensive serological evalu-
ation for non-diabetic kidney diseases. On the basis of 
these observations, the clinician may determine that the 
patient most likely has diabetic kidney disease and most 
clinicians would opt not for biopsy.

However, the availability of a biopsy sample would 
enable the pathology and molecular data to be collected, 
which may facilitate deeper understanding of the dis-
ease. The KPMP ontological framework can capture the 
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aforementioned clinical data and link them with molec-
ular and imaging data from kidney biopsy samples, as 
well as other sources of knowledge, to enable a more 
nuanced assessment of the individual’s disease presenta-
tion in the context of other reference and disease tissues 
(fig. 3b). The ontology framework can be easily adapted 
to enable computational phenotyping of patients and 
the development of decision support systems to assist 
clinicians in diagnosis and treatment.

This approach is in contrast to the current clinical 
model, which does not integrate molecular and pathol-
ogy data — two key components of precision medicine. 
A central goal of the KPMP is to develop an integrative 
framework using the KTAO to standardize and harmo-
nize data obtained in standard clinical practice with 
novel molecular and histopathology data that will be 
generated through biopsy sample analysis. For example, 
diabetic kidney disease in a particular patient might be 
associated with specific biomarkers, encoded by genes 
and linked to particular biological pathways and func-
tions (fig. 3c). Single-cell and single-nucleus sequencing 

technologies may enable identification of kidney cell 
types that drive disease and lead to the identification 
of new kidney disease subtypes based on molecular  
and cellular phenotyping. The hierarchical structure and 
semantic relationships provided by KPMP ontologies 
can be used to link diverse data types and make such 
discoveries possible. Integrated representation of clini-
cal and molecular features will enable the redefinition of 
our understanding of kidney disease, provide clinicians 
with novel diagnostic and treatment options for their 
patients, and facilitate novel discoveries in the field of 
nephrology research.

Conclusions and future directions
Successful applications of precision medicine require 
that large numbers of phenotypic traits, including molec-
ular, genomic, clinical and other traits, be documented 
for each individual. The relationships between various 
traits and treatment outcomes provide a framework 
with which to predict the needs of each individual and 
select the best treatment plan for an individual patient.  

• Demographics (age, sex and MRN)
• History of present illness (CKD)
• Medical history (type 2 diabetes)
• Physical examination (blood pressure

and retinal examination findings)
• Laboratory test or imaging 

(creatinine level and proteinuria)
• Biopsy sample histology 

(diabetic kidney disease)
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Fig. 3 | Using the Kidney Tissue Atlas ontology to support molecular 
and histopathological extensions to kidney disease diagnosis.  
a | Current clinical practice involves assessment of limited data types, as 
illustrated by the example data fields for a hypothetical patient with 
diabetic kidney disease. b | These same data elements can be used to 
model or support disease diagnosis and treatment using current 
ontologies. c | An integrative ontology-based approach can incorporate 
molecular and pathology data in addition to clinical measures, 
demonstrating the data harmonization goals of the Kidney Precision 
Medicine Project (KPMP). The KPMP Kidney Tissue Atlas, supported by 
ontologies such as the Kidney Tissue Atlas Ontology and the Ontology of 

Precision Medicine and Investigation, will enable kidney diseases to be 
redefined on the basis of their molecular mechanisms and knowledge of 
clinical and histopathological features. This approach will aid the 
identification of critical cells, pathways and targets for the development 
of novel diagnostic methods and therapies. The different clinical and 
molecular phenotypes of a patient can also be modelled using existing 
ontologies, such as the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO), the 
Cell Ontology (CL), the Ontology of Genes and Genomes (OGG), the Drug 
Ontology (DrON) and the Protein Ontology (PRO). CKD, chronic kidney 
disease; GO, Gene Ontology; MONDO, Mondo Disease Ontology;  
MRN, medical record number.
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To develop these frameworks, patterns must be identi-
fied through the collection of data from a large, diverse 
group of individuals and these data must be standard-
ized to allow for proper comparison. Ontologies provide 
both a means for the terminological standardization of 
data and support for the incorporation of structured 
terms and relationships into predictive models for  
clinical deployment.

By creating a resource such as the Kidney Tissue 
Atlas, the KPMP aims to create a repository of clinical 
and biospecimen data that can be used to support kidney 
precision medicine. A key goal of the KPMP is to use 
these data, particularly molecular data, to define novel 
subtypes of current (and currently insufficient) disease 
classifications. With these new disease subtypes, clini-
cians and researchers can discover more targeted and 
effective therapies. The molecular phenotypes needed 
for these novel disease classifications are especially chal-
lenging to describe, as the molecular features used to 
define these phenotypes are continuous, whereas tradi-
tional phenotypes are discrete. How best to define novel 
molecular and cellular phenotypes is an open question 
that the KPMP hopes to answer as more data and insight 
into this issue are acquired. This challenge mirrors the 
global challenge faced by precision medicine: the dis-
connect between the recognition of each individual as 
a unique case deserving specialized treatment, and the 
need to classify individuals into groups in order to assess 
the statistical efficacy of those treatments.

Ontologies have a critical infrastructural role in the 
aforementioned tasks. They provide a mechanism for 
harmonizing and integrating data collected from dispa-
rate centres and organizations across different categories 
and domains. When large combined datasets are ana-
lysed, computational methods are necessary to discover 
correlations and relationships between input features. 
Manual harmonization of large datasets is impractical 
and expensive, and thus built-in annotation of shared 
ontology terms is critical and makes these sorts of 
analyses feasible.

The novel data generated by the KPMP will require 
additions to be made to existing open biomedical ontol-
ogies to support data annotation in the future. Members 
of the KPMP are therefore working with other ontology 
groups and developers to incorporate kidney-specific 

terminology and relationships into reference ontologies 
such as the HPO. A standard operating procedure has 
been established to support the collaboration between 
the HPO (and other ontologies) and KTAO development 
teams. As the KPMP builds up tissue collection and 
analy sis, ontology terms will be used to annotate patient 
data, specimens and analysis results. Development of 
KPMP ontologies and suggested additions and changes 
to references ontologies are ongoing as annotation needs 
are continuously re-evaluated.

In addition to assisting in data annotation and 
analysis, the KTAO framework will become a living 
representation of our understanding and knowledge 
of kidney diseases. As described, KPMP studies are 
expected to generate new kidney disease subtypes, 
biomarkers and disease-specific pathways, which 
will be integrated into the KTAO and other reference 
ontologies. These updated ontologies can then be used 
to further improve kidney-specific data annotation 
and analysis. We also expect that the KPMP ontology 
framework could be used to support the development of  
new tools. For example, the Kidney Tissue Atlas visualiza-
tion tool can use the KTAO entity hierarchy to provide 
better browsing and querying of tissue samples. Molecular 
data and pathways annotated using KTAO terms can also  
be used for advanced biomarker and pathway analysis.

Thus, ontologies are essential for kidney precision 
medicine and provide practical benefits for data organ-
ization and knowledge discovery. The strength of a 
shared KPMP data resource and ontologies depends on 
the contributions and efforts of the surrounding research 
community. Ontological improvements made by the 
KPMP aim to help enable standardized data sharing for 
the nephrology clinical research community. By mak-
ing data more interoperable through annotation with 
the same shared ontologies, the pool of data that can 
be harnessed for research grows substantially. It is our 
hope that members of the nephrology community will 
support this shared ecosystem and use these ontologies 
as a fundamental organizational layer in data analyses. 
Only through consistent investment in data interoper-
ability can greater gains be derived from resources that 
are so laboriously built and shared.
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